Abstract-This paper presents a method utilizing geomagnetic field effects commonly found in nature to help the visually impaired persons (VIPs) navigate safely and efficiently; both indoor and outdoor applications are considered. Magnetic information indicating special locations can be incorporated as waypoints on a map to provide a basis to help the user follow a map that amalgamates the waypoints into spatial information. Along with a magnetic tensor sensor (MTS), a navigation system for helping VIPs more effectively comprehend their surroundings is presented. With the waypoint-enhanced map and an improved dynamic-time-warping algorithm, this system estimates the user's locations from real-time measured magnetic data. Methods using image data to enhance waypoints at dangerous locations are discussed. The MTS-enhanced method can be integrated into existing personal mobile devices (with built-in sound, image, video, and vibration alert capabilities) to take advantages of the rapidly developing internet, global positioning systems, and computing technologies to overcome several shortcomings of blindassistive devices. A prototype MTS-enhanced system for indoor/outdoor navigation has been developed and demonstrated experimentally. Although the MTS and algorithm are presented in the context of way-finding for a VIP, the findings presented here provide a basis for a wide range of applications where geomagnetic field effects offer an advantage.
positioning, which are widely available at affordable cost and offer potentials to enhance the global perception of the user's surrounds. However, these technologies are generally ineffective for uses by blind people, particularly in close-range navigation. Inspired by the ability of some biological organisms to detect geomagnetic (earth magnetic) fields as an orientation cue during migration or homing, this paper explores the use of geomagnetic field effects to extend the capability of personal devices to help blind people overcome some problems encountered in daily way-finding.
Traditionally, visually impaired persons (VIPs) without residual vision rely on white canes or guide dogs for close range navigation. White canes are most widely used because they are inexpensive, lightweight and small, and can reliably detect sufficiently large obstacles (such as steps and uneven surface) near ground/floor level, but the users require to continuously scan the small area ahead of them. While guide dogs are effective travel aids, they themselves are difficult to be taken care of by the VIP. Fully trained guide dogs are very expensive and useful only for five years. As a result, it was estimated [1] that only 1% of the two million VIPs have guide dogs.
Many technologies have been applied to way-finding; for example [2] , where auditory feedback was proposed as a navigation aid for the visually impaired. Methods for indoor/outdoor navigation can be broadly divided into three categories based on existing human-made signals, predeployed infrastructures and nature-generated physical fields. The first category utilizes signals such as wireless fidelity, FM radio, television, and phone signals [3] , [4] . As these signals were originally developed for transferring voice and/or picture information, their accuracy is generally less than desired for positioning. The second category relies on predeployed infrastructures that use technologies such as ultrawideband, radio frequency identification, ultrasound, and infrared [5] [6] [7] [8] for navigation. The latter two, ultrasound and infrared sensors, provide proximity information but offers no physics-based information about the object, and thus require infrastructures with embedded data for location information. Predeployed infrastructures are costly and have limited area coverage. More recently, global positioning systems (GPS) are widely used for outdoor navigation. However, GPS cannot operate well in areas inaccessible to good-quality satellite signals, and their resolution (typically 10 m) are inadequate to avoid dangers in way-finding applications. The third category takes advantages of some nature-generated physical parameters or signals (such as thermal infrared, acceleration, and optical field) for positioning [9] [10] [11] . These natural or passive signal-based technologies offer a low-cost solution.
Methods on obstacle avoidance can be classified into humangenerated (active) and nature-generated (passive) signals [12] with advantages and limitations similar to the above mentioned second and third categories for navigation, respectively. Activesignal methods, which requires an emitter/receiver pair to generate/detect signals (like ultrasonic and sonar) to determine the existence of the obstacles and their locations [1] , [13] , [14] , are less sensitive to environmental influences but have limited range of operation. Passive-signal methods (for example, the uses of thermal infrared or optical fields [14] , [15] naturally emitted/reflected from the obstacles to estimate the obstacle information), in general, have a potential to offer a low-cost solution.
High-resolution vision systems and algorithms are now widely available at relatively low cost. Video information can be internet-transferred using personal digital assistant without relying on predeployed or dedicated infrastructures. The VIP can share images/videos captured by a wearable camera through internet, which permit a remote sighted guide to navigate the VIP in the immediate travel environment [16] , [17] . More recently, rapid developing social networks (such as Twitter, Facebook, and RSS), which act essentially as a "social sensor," can further enhance the global perception of the surrounding environments [18] . However, these technologies are generally ineffective for close range way-finding by a VIP.
Magnetic sensing technology, inheriting many advantages of magnetic fields (such as great penetration, fast response, and well-defined theory), has been applied to help VIPs, such as reaching ferrous objects [19] and transmitting images via retinal stimulation [20] . The observations of geomagnetic distortion or anomalies in the presence of magnetic objects have led some researchers to develop geomagnetic-based methods to help the VIPs navigate; for example, guide walking direction [21] , [22] with a magnetic compass and localization utilizing the magnetic flux density (MFD) [23] . However, several barriers must be overcome for effective use of geomagnetic fields for wayfinding.
1) Sensor range for geomagnetic anomaly is limited.
2) Nonmagnetic objects cannot be detected.
3) Accurate survey of magnetic fields in 3-D space is difficult to obtain. 4) Efficient algorithms for mapping localization with survey data remain lacking. To overcome the aforementioned shortcomings of the passive methods that derive information from signals in nature, this paper presents a method based on geomagnetic field anomalies around ferrous objects for indoor/outdoor navigation. This method can be integrated into the existing devices (such as a VIP white cane) and/or embedded in a personal mobile device (generally built with sound, image, video, and vibration alert capabilities) to take advantages of the rapidly developing internet, GPS and digital imaging technologies; for example, camera-based assistive label reading for blind persons [24] . When complemented with imaging processing and GPS, the method presented here will have significant potentials to enhance the navigation experience of a VIP in both indoor and outdoor environments. The remainder of this paper offers the following.
1) A magnetic tensor sensor (MTS) is introduced to enhance closed-range way-finding. The MTS utilizes directiondependent geomagnetic-field effects to detect magnetic anomalies due to the presence of magnetic objects or current-carrying equipment. Magnetic anomalies exist almost everywhere and can be commonly found in modern buildings. Unlike traditional sensors that rely on direct MFD measurements, the MTS simultaneously measures the magnetic tensor G and MFD to determine the closeness and motion status of the magnetic object. 2) Methods to incorporate geomagnetic effects and optical information as waypoints to define special locations (like pole, stair, gate, and corner along a corridor) on a map are discussed, which provides a basis to estimate locations from the real-time measurements relative to the map. 3) A navigation algorithm based on improved dynamictime-warping (DTW) of magnetic data is presented. This new method which requires only 1-D magnetic map greatly simplifies data collection. As will be shown, this method does not need the whole magnetic map after collecting the samples, and thus reduces sample sizes and search area. 4) A prototype navigation system (that includes an MTS and takes advantages of existing vision and GPS technologies) has been experimentally evaluated; both indoor and outdoor applications are considered. This paper focuses on assisting VIPs who obtain no visual information by themselves. Thus, this sensing method is applicable to a VIP who has residual vision as well as a healthy people. Fig. 1 illustrates the design concept of an MTS for guiding VIP. When a magnetic object is in space, the earth-magnetic (or geomagnetic) field around it is "distorted" as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . This distorted field can be used to derive information in the immediate surroundings of the VIP. However, the geomagnetic anomaly is difficult to be evaluated using direct MFD measurements. Thereby, the magnetic tensor G is utilized to interpret the geomagnetic effects. In addition, magnetic sensors in digital format are chosen to minimize the noise effect. Fig. 1 (b) shows a prototype MTS consisting of two orthogonal pairs of digital three-axis magnetic field sensors (BMC050) mounted at ±w/2 (where w = 10 mm) from the x-and y-axes of the sensor local coordinate system. Packaged in a small footprint, BMC050 [25] has a relatively large measurement range, high resolution, low output noise, and low energy consumption; see Table I . In operation, the MTS communicates with a laptop PC through an inter-integrated circuit (I 2 C) bus and a USB adaptor, where the MTS output signals are filtered using 1-D median filter to remove noise. As will be shown, the MTS can effectively supplement image-based information to improve the indoor/outdoor navigation of the visually impaired user. Carried in a backpack by the VIP as shown in Fig. 1(c) , the MTSmeasurements (with data from GPS and wearable camera) provide the user with surrounding information (by means of an earphone and/or stimulator).
II. GEOMAGNETIC-FIELD MTS

A. Magnetic Sensor and Information for Way-Finding
The total MFD at a point in space, denoted as T in (1), consists of B E due to the geomagnetic field and B from the man-made magnetic objects as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a)
In (1), B U accounts for unmodeled magnetic field. Direct measurements of B are often challenging due to the relatively large earth magnetic field B E (0.5 G at mid-latitude) which must be eliminated from measurements. However, the geomagnetic field is relatively uniform, and its gradient is typically small as compared to that of the magnetic anomaly due to the manmade object; |∇B E | ≈ 0.02 (nT/m) and ∇T ≈ ∇B if B U is negligible. Thus, a gradient-based sensor can more effectively detect the existence of a magnetic object.
The incremental difference in MFD can be written in the form of a 3 × 3 matrix (tensor) G in (2a), which is symmetric (2b) and traceless (2c)
where
T . Equation (2c) can be directly derived from the divergence of B in free space ∇ · B = 0, which is one of the well-known Maxwell equations. For the way-finding and navigation applications, the sensor is in free space where (2c) is valid everywhere. Because of (2b) and (2c), only five elements of G require calculations
where i = x, y, z and j = y, z; and B i,x± and B i,y ± are the i th MFD component from the sensor along the x-and y-axes, respectively. The tensor G equals zero in a relatively uniform geomagnetic field. If the sensor is in its operating range, the MTS (while eliminating the influence of geomagnetic field) directly measures the field distortion, from which some object information can be derived from the magnetic properties. 1) Tensor-Based Parameter Q: Magnetic anomalies generated by objects are often difficult (if not impossible) to model because they are influenced by many factors (such as materials, shapes, and its magnetic orientation relative to the geomagnetic field). Fortunately, humans do not rely on dimensionally accurate observations to make decisions as their noncontact feels are insensitive to small dimensional changes. Thus, two additional measurable parameters, Q and dT/dt, are introduced in (4) and (5) where the dot over the variables represents their time derivatives
The parameter Q indicates the relative distance between the sensor and the magnetic object; and its value dramatically increases in magnitude as the sensor approaches the object. The parameters, T, Q, and the absolute time-derivative|Ṫ| in (1), (4), and (5), respectively, offer a means to determine the motion Status of the magnetic object relative to the sensor
where T 0 and Q 0 are constants. In (6), the Status 0, 1, or 2 indicate that there is no magnetic object, a moving magnetic object, or a magnetic object but stationary, respectively.
2) Illustrative Simulation: The physical significance of the orientation-insensitive parameter Q is best illustrated with finite-element analysis numerically using commercial software, 
COMSOL. Many outdoor objects (such as fire hydrants, poles, and traffic sign-posts) as well as indoor objects (like handrails) can be characterized as cylindrical steel objects which are thus chosen here for illustration and experimentally validated in Section III-B1.
As illustrated in Fig. 2(a) , the steel object (where the XYZ coordinate system is assigned) is stationary in the uniform geomagnetic field (0.5 G pointing in the Y-direction). In order to comprehensively describe the geomagnetic field effects on the steel object, four different paths along which the MTS (at Z = 0.8m) moves toward the object are simulated. The paths are denoted by ϕ = 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°measured clockwise from the X-axis in Fig. 2(a) . Simulation results are presented in Fig. 2(b) -(d) where MFD and Q are plotted as a function of the distance travelled, from which some observations are made below.
1) As Q is inversely proportional to a high power of the distance between the MTS and the magnetic object [26] , its values are graphed in a log 10 scale for clarity. As the MTS moves near the object, log 10 Q increases approximately linearly but is path-insensitive particularly for objects with a large aspect-ratio (h/d ࣙ 5). Unlike Q, the MFD and its gradient (magnitude/direction) are path-dependent. 2) Q approaches zero monotonically as the MTS is far from the object for all cases whereas the measured MFD approaches a constant value equal to the geomagnetic field.
B. DTW for Map-Following
The map-following method consists of a magnetic map, data collection, and localization algorithm; the first two are closely related and inputs to the location algorithm analogous to a leader-follower approach. The leader prepares a 1-D magnetic map along a route of interest to help the follower determine the location in real time by matching measured data with the prerecorded magnetic map. Since both the magnetic map and real-time sampled-data (that vary in time or speed under certain restrictions) are time series with M and N elements, respectively, the algorithm estimates the spatial location by evaluating similarities between the two temporal sequences to find an optimal alignment between them using a DTW method. The largest similarity implies that the magnetic samples most likely correspond to the location on the magnetic map. DTW is time independent making it suitable for this application since travelers walk with different speeds and on varying paths.
Unlike the algorithms where numerical data are sent to machines for direct execution, the algorithm outputs qualitative information (for example, audio texts similar to that delivered to a GPS-guided car driver) to human who generally has the knowledge and intelligence to make better decisions. Additionally, it must be computationally robust, and can be computed in real time and embedded in a wearable device that is often limited in memory for computation. For robustness, an improved DTW method for processing multiple pairs of temporal sequences is formulated as a multidimensional problem to determine the 1-D location along a route.
1) Magnetic Map and Data Collection: Without relying on a two-or three-dimensional magnetic map which is often difficult to construct accurately, data collection along the 1-D route is greatly simplified. In this method, magnetic data are precollected at a constant moving speed along the route of interest. The data themselves, however, do not contain location information and cannot be used for localization directly. To be effective, the magnetic data are coordinated on the floor map as waypoints to indicate "landmarks" (such as stair, gate, and corner along a corridor) providing a reference to determine locations in real time. By mapping magnetic waypoints onto that of the floor map, spatial information is integrated to the magnetic map.
2) Improved DTW Algorithm for Location Estimation: MTS simultaneously measures T (three elements) and G (five independent elements); each of the eight time-sequence pairs is associated with a cost. The element C mn of the total cost matrix C for the m th element of the map sequence (x B m ,x G m ) and n th element of the sample sequence (y B n ,y G n ) is expressed as
where d Bmn = |y Bn − x Bm |;d G mn = |y G n − x G m |; and w B andw G contain the weight factors which are utilized to adjust the relative importance between the MFD B and its gradients for location estimation. In this paper, the weight factors are assigned to 1. The DTW method minimizes the total cost to determine an optimal alignment p for these two (map and sample) sequences, which intuitively runs along a "valley of low cost" within the cost matrix C. Thus, the optimal alignment is also a warping path having a minimal total cost among all possible warping paths defined in (8a), (8b) where the subscript l indicates an element along the warping path with length L in C
In (8b), C m l n l is the element chosen from each row of the cost matrix C such that the chosen L elements are connected forming a warping path. To avoid tedious computation (exponential in M and N) when finding the optimal path, an accumulated matrix D is generated; its element D nm is the lowest accumulated cost or sum of the elements in C for an optimal alignment between the first n and m elements of the two sequences, respectively,
The indices of the lowest cost path over D represent the optimally warped indices for the two time-series.
3) Illustrative Example: Figs. 3 and 4 illustrates the leaderfollower approach in the context of an indoor navigation.
In Fig. 3(a) , the red circles indicate the magnetic waypoints (table/chairs and handrails) as data are collected along the red dashed line in Fig. 3(a), (b) . The symbols a (chair), b (chair), and c (handrail) are detected waypoints appeared in Fig. 3(c) as local peaks on the map (red-dashed) and measured data (blue curve); only one of the eight pairs is presented to avoid repetition. To estimate the current location (blue dot) near c, a sample window (width w d ) determined by the data feature and a corresponding search window (width w m ) based on the previous location (black dot) are defined, which are shaded in pink and blue, respectively. The costs are computed using the sequences in the sampled data and search windows; the lowest cost indicates the best-fit window (shaded in green) where the calculated location (red dot) corresponds to current location blue dot) in the sampleddata window.
The location estimations using the improved DTW subsequence are detailed in Fig. 4(a) where the right and bottom plots of the cost matrix represent the data in sampled data and search windows, respectively. The optimal warping path (green line) for these two sequences is plotted on the accumulated matrix in Fig. 4(b) . The path covers only the cells in the matrices that exhibit low costs. With the estimated optimal path, the spatial location can be estimated.
III. APPLICATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the prototype MTS [see Fig. 1(b) ] and navigation system [see Fig. 1(c) ] has been experimentally evaluated involving both indoor and outdoor applications. The flowchart (see Fig. 5 ) shows the relations among the magnetic map, magnetic/vision data collection, and localization algorithms for the indoor (E1) and outdoor (E2) navigation examples. In E1, vision images are utilized to predict and identify an upcoming critical waypoint (such as a stair) or danger whereas in E2, vision images are introduced to extract and locate moving vehicles and zebra crossings. In both indoor and outdoor experiments, the MTS is attached to the VIP (at a height approximately 0.6 m from the floor/ground); and the MTS coordinate system is defined such that its yaxis points to the moving direction. As will be shown, when coupled with information derived from images, magnetic information can significantly improve the safety of the blind user.
A. Magnetic Map-Following for Indoor Navigation for a VIP to follow, which provides the environment for the indoor navigation experiment to evaluate the prototype MTS and the location algorithm. The symbols 1 to 8 indicating the waypoints [red numbers in- Fig. 6(a) ], which are specified landmarks and alert critical and dangerous locations along the path from Room 474 (red star) to the stair (red dot), are defined in Table II and Fig. 6(c), (d) .
1) Geomagnetic Waypoints: Table II illustrates three different types of geomagnetic waypoints which are defined before data collection: The first type is characterized by magnetic property in an object or a structure, which may be general steel or embedded components such as reinforced bars in a concrete pillar or column. The second type exists by virtue of its currentinduced magnetic anomaly; the electrical closet 2 where power lines, electrical equipment and network switches are housed is a good example. The third type is caused by the changes in sensor orientation relative to the uniform geomagnetic field without a magnetic anomaly (because geomagnetic field effects are directional); for example, the corner along the corridor 4 is a nonmagnetic waypoint which helps locate the direction change. Unlike the first or second type waypoint at which the specified location is defined, Waypoint 4 has little anomalies in the area but can be detected by the sensor after an actual geographical change in direction has taken place. For simplicity, only the MFD components along the route are shown here on the magnetic map in Fig. 6(b) which shows several significant MFD changes due to the magnetic waypoints marked in the pinkshaded window. The field changes at 4 and 6 are caused by the changes in sensor orientation relative to the uniform geomagnetic field, and that in 1 to 3 and 5 are due to magnetic objects.
With the magnetic map, the localization algorithm described in Section II-B was utilized to estimate the actual location using measured T and G. The concept feasibility of the MTSguided indoor navigation is evaluated by computing the errors of the estimated locations with respect to the actual locations. Based on four datasets collected along the route, the mean errors and their ranges at the eight waypoints are plotted in -Fig. 7 , the standard deviation of all experimental data is 81 mm; and the position errors at stair-waypoint 8 are within ± 0.075 m.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the largest error occurs at 4 where the magnetic anomalies (or changes) are relatively small. The positive peak between Waypoints 4 and 5 is associated with the error in the corner 4 which is utilized to extract specified spatial/orientation information. In this method, the sensing system with its DTW algorithm uses the most recently collected data to estimate the current location and anticipate the corner waypoint. Since the four different trails were not on the exact same path and did not make the left turn on the same location and walk with the same speed, the variations in the estimation results (after the left turn has actually occurred) should be expected. In this specific example, this specific waypoint represents a left turn along the specified path from a 1.65-m-wide corridor to a 2.5-m-wide corridor; in other words, the positive peak (0.15 m error) is less than 6% of the 2.5 m range within which the VIP may make the turn. These results demonstrate the robustness and efficiency of this method.
2) Image-Enhanced Waypoints for Dangerous Location: Unlike the corner waypoint 4, where some position errors around it are acceptably safe, position errors at stair waypoint 8 could be dangerous for a VIP. To help guide the VIP stepping down the stairs safely, additional image-based data that offer predictive information are used to enhance the magnetic map by including the falling floor edge and blackcolored handrail as waypoint characteristics at 8. Without loss of generality, the widely known Hough-transform (HT) line detection [27] and principal component analysis (PCA) colorclassification vision algorithms [28] are used to characterize the falling floor edge of the stairs (see Fig. 8 ) and blackcolored handrail (see Fig. 9 ) in images captured by the wearable camera. Fig. 8 illustrates the HT procedure (with ρ and θ as parameters in the straight-line equation) to define the path and detect the falling floor edge. The procedure begins with searching in the two regions for the left-and right-side lines ending at the floor edge; 20 Fig. 8(a), (b) shows the edge detection and HT results, where the two peak values that characterize the (ρ, θ) parameters of the left-and right-side lines occur at (774, 55.3°) and (−219, −61°). To locate the falling edge, a second HT is performed within the enclosed area bound by the two side lines and a horizontal line as shown in Fig. 8(c)-(e) . Computed using MATLAB, the time required to locate the falling edge from the original color images with resolution 1280 × 1024 and 640 × 480 were found to be 0.67 and 0.23 s, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the procedure to detect the handrail using color segmentation to isolate the black color followed by using MTS to detect the steel handrail. Five 20 × 20 pixels of the black-colored handrail are cropped from the RGB image for PCA-based color classification [28] . As shown in Fig. 9(b) , a bounding box (with its boundary set at two standard deviations along the principal components axes from the mean RGB values) characterizes the black color for filtering other colors. Pixels in the bounding box are extracted and followed by connected-component labeling with the size threshold value ( = 2% pixel number of the image) to filter out small fragments; the results are superimposed in Fig. 9 (a) . Fig. 9(c) illustrates the experimentally measured MFD components and calculated Q as the user's hand (with the MTS attached) moves in the direction that Q increases to reach the handrail by simply.
B. Outdoor Navigation
The MTS and its way-finding algorithm can be integrated into a VIP white cane (see Fig. 10 ) and embedded in a personal mobile device to take advantages of the rapidly developing internet, GPS, and digital imaging technologies to enhance the outdoor navigation experience of a VIP. To avoid repetition, experimental results of two practical applications are discussed here: The first analyzes the magnetic anomalies due to commonly seen objects along a typical outdoor walkway (see Fig. 10 ), where the experimental results also serve as a basis for validating the observations in Fig. 2 . The second illustrates some dangerous waypoints in the context of street crossing.
1) Experimental Illustration of the Parameter Q: The observations in Fig. 2 were validated experimentally using the MTS described in Fig. 1(b) , (c) on three commonly seen outdoor objects (Objects 1, 2, and 3) and a vehicle; results are summarized in Figs. 10 and 11 ,respectively. In experiments for Fig. 10 , the MTS moved along a path (geographically from east to west) toward each obstacle. Fig. 11 shows the MTS-measured data along the paths around the vehicle (2008 VW Passat). Similar to Fig. 2 , Q approaches zero monotonically when the sensor is far from the object but each measured MFD approaches a constant corresponding to the path direction (relative to the geomagnetic field). Q increases drastically as the sensor moves near the object.
2) Technology Enhanced Validation: GPS are widely available in personal devices for outdoor navigation but their resolutions (<10 m) are inadequate to help VIPs avoid obstacles along the path; for examples, signposts and moving vehicles are not on the map. While these obstacles can be easily avoided by healthy people, they cannot be seen by the VIPs. The MTS as an effective sensor for closed-range navigation is best illustrated with a practical example which begins at location 1 with a screen-captured Google map showing the specific route photographed in Fig. 12(a) and (b) . At 2, a commonly seen steel "stop" sign-pole (not on Google map) is on a pathway. The visually impaired user needs to avoid this obstacle before crossing the street at 3.
The flowchart (see Fig. 13 ) summarizes the sensing, computing, and decision processes of the outdoor navigation system. As shown in Fig. 13 , the navigation system provides the (GPS, MTS, and camera) information to the VIP to help derive decisions to overcome the following problems commonly encountered along the route: 1) avoids Stationary obstacles [see Fig. 12(c)] ; 2) locate/follow a zebra-crossing (see Fig. 14) ; and 3) detect motion status of a vehicle (see Fig. 15 ).
1) Avoidance of Stationary Obstacles: As photographed in Fig. 12(b) , the VIP must avoid a steel "stop" sign pole on the route. In this experiment, the sensor y-axis pointed in the moving direction (from east to west). The experimentally measured MFD components and calculated Q values along the path from 1 (green star) to 3 (green circle) are plotted in Fig. 12(c) and (d) . Because the steel-pole obstacle 2 distorts the geomagnetic field, its presence is detected by the blind user carrying an MTS which calculates the Q values in real time. As shown in Fig. 12(d) , the Q value increases dramatically as the people approach the obstacle signaling the user to go around to avoid the obstacle. 3) Locate/Follow the Zebra Crossing: Fig. 14(a) shows a GPS bird-eye view of the zebra crossing that is not perpendicular to the street. To help the VIP walk within the bounds, the wearable camera captured images as the person walks. Typical images captured at positions A, B, and C are shown in Fig. 14(b)-(d) , respectively. The two high-contrast straight (red) lines in each position image are detected using the HT method to mark the outlines of the zebra crossing. The procedures for the HT are similar to that discussed in Fig. 8 except both lines are searched in the region (−75
• ≤ θ ≤ 75 • ). The VIP's position relative to the zebra crossing can be determined from their slopes: For the case in Fig. 14 , the two lines have negative slopes at A indicating the zebra crossing is still on the left; once within the bounds at B or C, the two detected lines have opposite signs; and if the two slopes were positive, the person would have passed the zebra crossing. The simple slope computation provides the basis for the image-based way finding at the zebra crossing.
4) Detect Motion Status of the Vehicle: Before crossing the street at position B [see Fig. 14(a) ], the VIP must ensure that there are no moving vehicles from all sides of the street. An optical flow method which describes the pattern of an apparent object motion between two consecutive images caused by the movement of objects is utilized to overcome the limited range of the MTS. In this paper, the iterative Lucas-Kanade method [29] with pyramids in OpenCV library is used for a sparse feature set. For local streets where vehicle speeds are no more than 40 miles per hour (mph), the optical flow method detects any moving vehicle within 15 m of distance. Fig. 15(a) illustrates typical optical flow results of the two images captured at position B, where the blue points mark the features and the red lines display the motion trajectories.
As the vehicle approaches the zebra crossing, the MTS detects the geomagnetic field distorted by the vehicle when it moves into the sensing range (a circle of approximately 2 m radius). The detected changes in the distorted MFD or the time derivative of T (5) can be utilized to determine the motion status of the vehicle. Fig. 15(b) and (c) compares the experimentally measured MFD (T x , T y , T z ) components, calculated Q values and time derivative of T between Status 1 and Status 2 respectively, where Status 0 indicates no vehicle initially in the sensing range. Fig. 15(b) shows the case of Status 1, where the vehicle slows down and stops. In Fig. 15(c) , the vehicle passes by the VIP without stopping and the VIP needs to wait until the motion Status equals to 0 or 1.
IV. CONCLUSION
A navigation method utilizing geomagnetic field effects to guide the VIPs has been presented. Through this method, magnetic information (indicating special locations like stair, gate, and corner along a corridor) can be incorporated as waypoints on a floor map, which provides a basis to help the VIP follow a 1-D map that amalgamates magnetic waypoints into spatial information using the improved DTW method.
Along with a prototype MTS, a navigation system that combines the advantages of the geomagnetic field effects commonly found in nature and the rapidly developing (internet, GPS, digital video imaging, and computing) technologies has been developed, which enables the user more effectively comprehending their surroundings. As compared to other navigation methods, the proposed method is low cost because it bases on naturegenerated physical fields. Meanwhile, the magnetic fields have favorable properties (such as great penetration, fast response, and insensitive to environments) which make this method robust and effective. When complemented with imaging processing and GPS, the disadvantages of the magnetic field-based sensors, which include limited sensing-range and disability to detect nonmagnetic objects, can be cost-effectively overcome, and the method presented here will have significant potentials to detect and avoid obstacles for both indoor and outdoor navigation. Both numerical and experimental results show that the orientation-insensitive tensor-based parameter Q is a useful indicator to gauge the closeness of a magnetic object; and when simultaneously measuring the MFD and its time rate, the MTS can be used to determine the motion status of the moving magnetic object (such as a vehicle) within a circular range of approximately 2 m radius. As compared to GPS resolution of 10 m, the MTS-enhanced navigation is capable of relatively accurate magmatic map-following (with a maximum mean position error of 0.21 and 0.08 m standard deviation).
Results also show that when coupled with information derived from images, magnetic information can significantly enhance the navigation performance of a VIP, especially for areas with large magnetic anomalies and/or potentially dangerous waypoints. The effectiveness of the MTS-enhanced method has been experimentally validated and illustrated with several practical applications; indoor magmatic map-following, obstacle avoidance, and street crossing at locations with no traffic lights.
